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Kinetic electron model for plasma thruster plumes
Mario Merino, Javier Mauri~no, and Eduardo Ahedo
Equipo de Propulsion Espacial y Plasmas (EP2), Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, Leganes, Spain
A paraxial model of an unmagnetized, collisionless plasma plume expanding into vacuum is pre-
sented. Electrons are treated kinetically, relying on the adiabatic invariance of their radial action
integral for the integration of Vlasov's equation, whereas ions are treated as a cold species. The
quasi-2D plasma density; self-consistent electric potential; electron pressure, temperature, and heat
uxes are analyzed. In particular, the model yields the collisionless cooling of electrons, which diers
from the Boltzmann relation and the simple polytropic laws usually employed in uid and hybrid
PIC/uid plume codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The operation of electric space propulsion systems such
as gridded ion thrusters (GITs) and Hall eect thrusters
(HETs) results in the directed expansion of a plasma jet
into vacuum, consisting of hypersonic ions with veloci-
ties in the order of tens of km/s and thermal electrons
with temperatures of a few eV. These plasma plumes can
interact mechanically, chemically, and electrically with
nearby objects, potentially damaging or contaminating
their surfaces[1{4]. This aects in particular the solar
arrays of the spacecraft that carries the electric thruster.
The dense emitted plasma also dominates the spacecraft
electric charging process, over the eect of the more ten-
uous environmental plasma and the photoelectric eect
on sunlit surfaces[5, 6]. Consequently, electric propulsion
plasma plumes play an important role in space systems
engineering and constitute a serious concern for satellite
integrators. Plasma beams expanding into vacuum are
also transversal to many dierent elds, such as plasma
material processing[7, 8] and astrophysics[9].
Plasma thruster plumes have been extensively re-
searched in the laboratory[10{18] and in space[19{23].
Existing experimental data shows the monotonic de-
crease of plasma density, electron temperature and elec-
tric potential along the expansion. In the near-region,
which extends for the rst few thruster radii outside of
the thruster, residual electric and magnetic elds from
the thruster, collisions with the larger concentration of
neutrals there, and three-dimensional non-homogeneities
resulting from the geometry of the thruster and its neu-
tralizer, exert an important inuence on the plasma
dynamics[12, 13, 24, 25]. Downstream, in the far-region,
these eects become negligible, the inhomogeneities in
the radial density prole smooth out, and the plasma
is near-collisionless, unmagnetized, and quasineutral[11,
16, 26, 27].
Together with these experimental observations, the
present understanding of plasma plumes arises from sev-
eral models. Full particle-in-cell (PIC) approaches have
been used to study the kinetic expansion of rareed plas-
mas with mixed success: while this method yields great
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physical detail, the large extent of the plume domain and
the reduced time scale of electron motion make them
computationally unaordable, and thus impractical ex-
cept for some specialized studies[28{30]. Moreover, the
expansion causes the number of numerical macroparticles
per cell to decrease downstream, resulting in high statis-
tical noise and PIC regularization problems. Multi-uid
models, on the other hand, enable the quick estimation of
the plasma properties in the plume[27, 31, 32], but have
limited accuracy when dealing with a near-collisionless
medium that can be far from local thermodynamic equi-
librium, as they require external closure relations to trun-
cate the innite series of uid equations, and do not pro-
vide the kinetic plasma response. Hybrid PIC/uid mod-
els, which treat the heavy species as particles and the
electrons as a uid, combine some of the advantages of
each approach[33{39]. This third way to study plasma
plumes has thus become a popular alternative in the last
decades, with multiple hybrid codes being developed.
The need of a closure relation for the electron uid af-
fects both multi-uid and hybrid models, and is one of
their major downsides. Such closure is commonly ap-
plied at the pressure-tensor level, although approaches
at the heat ux level also exist[1, 40]. The most ex-
tended model relies on Boltzmann's relation, which re-
sults in isotropic, isothermal electrons[36, 40]. Unfor-
tunately, while Boltzmann's relation is adequate for a
conned electron population, and thus it is a valid ap-
proximation in the rst part of the expansion, it predicts
an innite electric potential fall along the plume. A small
improvement over that closure is to treat the electrons as
a polytropic species[15, 27, 31, 41], which cools down at
a rate given by the cooling exponent , i.e., Te / n 1e .
While this model yields a nite electric potential fall, and
can to some extent recover the electron temperature drop
with the expansion, the self-consistent determination of
this new parameter remains an open problem. Clearly,
only a kinetic electron model can provide the satisfactory
closure relation for an electron uid model.
This article presents a quasi-2D kinetic model of a
plasma plume and uses it to characterize several features
of the electron expansion. The model assumes a collision-
less, unmagnetized, quasineutral, steady-state plasma,
providing a good description of the plume far-region. The
integration of the electron model relies on the rst-order
2conservation of an averaged action integral of motion,
which is an adiabatic invariant under the assumption of
small plume divergence angle. The action integral plays
an analogous role to the magnetic moment in the magne-
tized plasma expansion in a magnetic nozzle[42{45], and
it was used successfully to describe the ow of unmag-
netized ions in a convergent magnetic eld by Martnez-
Sanchez and Ahedo[46].
The electron velocity distribution function (EVDF)
and its moments are computed, with a focus on the col-
lisionless cooling of electrons. The results of this study
can inform multi-uid and hybrid codes, thus lling in
the existing theoretical gap on the uid closure. As an
example, an approximated, `lumped' polytropic model
that respects the total potential fall of the kinetic solu-
tion and depends on the plasma properties at emission
is nally proposed, which can be easily implemented in
existing numerical codes.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion II introduces the general kinetic plasma plume
model. This sets up a framework for solving the plasma
expansion, which is particularized in Section III for the
case of a plasma plume with a radially-parabolic elec-
tric potential and semi-Maxwellian electrons upstream.
Section IV presents the numerical results of the plasma
expansion. Then, in Section V the simplied electron
model based on a polytropic cooling law is proposed. Fi-
nally, Section VI presents some additional comments on
the kinetic model in the light of the obtained results,
including a discussion of its limits of validity, and Sec-
tion VII gathers the main conclusions. A preliminary
version of this work was presented in Ref. [47].
II. GENERAL KINETIC MODEL
The kinetic model of a plasma plume expanding into
vacuum consists of the electron (`e') and ion (`i') sub-
models as described below, which are used iteratively to
nd the self-consistent electric potential response. The
plume is assumed to be steady-state, axisymmetric, non-
rotating, quasineutral, collisionless and unmagnetized.
These conditions are well satised in the plume far-region
of common thrusters like GITs and HETs, i.e., down-
stream of the near-region where collisions with neutrals,
thruster electromagnetic elds, and 3D features existing
around the thruster are still relevant, as described in the
Introduction.
The electric potential in a plasma plume decreases ax-
ially and radially, accelerating all ions downstream and
conning most of the electrons, as sketched in Fig. 1. In
this model, the electric potential is assumed to conne
all electrons radially, while only the most energetic elec-
trons overcome the axial potential fall and escape down-
stream, to oset the ion current and produce a current-
free plume.
The plume expansion is required to be paraxial, i.e.,
slowly diverging. In other words, the axial derivatives
of the self-consistent electric potential  =  (z; r) be of
order " 1,
@
@z
= O("): (1)
In contrast, the radial derivative @=@r is zeroth-order.
Under these assumptions, electrons typically perform
many radial and azimuthal orbits before experiencing an
important axial change of the electric potential.
A. Electron model
The Hamiltonian H = H (z; r; ; pz; pr; p) of an elec-
tron in a steady-state, axisymmetric, paraxial electric po-
tential  can be written as:
H =
1
2me

p2z + p
2
r +
p2
r2

  e (z; r) ; (2)
with pz = mevz, pr = mevr, and p = rmev. The
mechanical energy E = H and the canonical azimuthal
momentum p of the electron are conserved quantities of
motion.
For " = 0 (i.e., a zero-divergence plume), the potential
is a function of r only (r), so the Hamiltonian has no
dependency on z, and pz is conserved. The perpendicular
and axial energies are then independent invariants:
E? =
1
2me

p2r +
p
r2

  e(r); (3)
Ez = E   E?: (4)
The radially-trapped electrons bounce back and forth be-
tween certain limit values r  and r+ while moving in the
z and  directions. The radial action integral can be
dened along one such radial orbit:
Jr =
I
prdr; (5)
and is another conserved quantity of motion. The con-
jugated Hamilton-Jacobi phase-angle variable [48] that
parametrizes the radial motion is
r =
@
@Jr
Z
prdr = me
@H
@Jr
Z
dr
pr
: (6)
The variable r grows linearly with time and increases
one unit every full radial orbit, with _r = @H=@Jr. Fi-
nally, under these conditions, it is possible to write the
Hamiltonian as a function of pz; Jr, and p only. The
conservation of Jr holds exactly also for separable elec-
tric potentials of the form (z; r) = z(z) + r(r).
For 0 < "  1 and a non-separable potential (z; r),
Ez and E? are not independently conserved, and elec-
tron energy can indeed ow between the perpendicular
directions of motion (r; ) and the axial one (z). The
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FIG. 1. Plasma plume expansion from an initial plane z = 0 (the upstream model boundary) to z ! 1 (downstream
boundary). The electric potential  decreases gently in the axial direction to an asymptotic value 1, and faster in the radial
direction. Sketches of typical ion and electron trajectories are shown. The outer solid lines represent the characteristic radius of
the plume at each z position, h(z). The N dots on the plume axis denote the evaluation nodes used in the model of Section III.
denitions of Jr and r of Eqs. (5) and (6) may never-
theless still be used, by treating z; pz as constants inside
the integrals. Now, however, Jr varies in time, with
_Jr = e
I
@
@z
pz
pr
dr   @
@z
I
pz
pr
dr

: (7)
Likewise, r no longer increases linearly in time:
_r =
@H
@Jr

1  eme
Z
@
@z
pz
p3r
dr +
@
@z
Z
pz
p3r
dr

: (8)
Additionally, the relation between E and pz, Jr and p
codied in the Hamiltonian now also has a dependency
on z at order ",
E = E (z; pz; Jr; p) : (9)
Notwithstanding this, action integrals like Jr are adi-
abatic invariants under small perturbations[48]. This
means that, while Jr can have periodic variations of or-
der ", its secular changes are only of order "2 or higher,
as can be shown by detailed inspection of the time inte-
gral of Eq. (7). Likewise, _r in Eq. (8) has only periodic
variations to order ". The conservation of E; p and the
adiabatic invariance of Jr can be exploited to simplify
the solution of the electron kinetic equation. The elec-
tron velocity distribution function fe is decomposed into
a r-averaged value fe plus an oscillation f^e about this
average:
fe = fe (z; E; Jr; p) + f^e (z; r; E; Jr; p) ; (10)
with fe =
R 1
0
fedr and
R 1
0
f^edr = 0. Since the chosen
variables do not discriminate between electrons with pos-
itive or negative axial velocity, whenever this distinction
is necessary, fe and f^e are further split as fe = f
+
e +
f e ,
f^e = f^
+
e + f^
 
e , where superscript `+' indicates vz  0,
and ` ,' vz < 0.
The complete electron Vlasov equation for electrons
then reads:
vz
@fe
@z
+ _r
@f^e
@r
+ _Jr
@fe
@Jr
= 0: (11)
Integration of this equation requires boundary condi-
tions f+e0(E; Jr; p) and f^
+
e0(r; E; Jr; p) at z = 0, which
we refer to as upstream or source electrons, as well as
f e1(E; Jr; p) and f^
 
e1(r; E; Jr; p) at z ! 1, i.e.,
downstream or background electrons. For a plasma plume
expanding into vacuum, there are no background elec-
trons, i.e. f e1; f^
 
e1 = 0.
Actual plasma sources are expected to deliver an elec-
tron population that is near-homogeneous in r, so that
f^+e0 = O("); in particular, for initially semi-Maxwellian
electrons, f^+e0 is strictly 0. If f^
+
e0 is of order ", then f^e is
also of order " inside the plasma plume domain. Hence,
we can establish the following ordering in the plasma
plume,
fe = O (1) ; f^e = O (") : (12)
Then, after averaging over r, Eq. (11) becomes,
vz
@ fe
@z
= O
 
"2

; (13)
This means that, up to order ", fe is constant along z for
each combination of E, Jr, p, in regions delimited by the
axial turning-point manifold vz = 0, whose expression
must be obtained by inversion of Eq. (9):
pz (z; E; Jr; p) = mevz = 0: (14)
The region of phase space beyond this manifold is ener-
getically forbidden.
In general, Eq. (14) has a non-monotonic behavior in
the z direction, which results from two competing eects
4on the electron motion: on the one hand, the axially-
decreasing electric potential causes a conning force that
pushes electrons upstream. On the other hand, in the
expanding electric potential, the adiabatic invariance of
Jr and the conservation of p create a net axial force on
the radially-averaged electron motion that pushes them
downstream. This second phenomenon is analogous to
the magnetic mirror eect in a magnetized plasma, which
pushes electrons in the direction of the expanding mag-
netic eld due to the invariance of the magnetic moment
of the electron. Consequently, the turning-point mani-
fold can divide the solution existence domain into regions
of four dierent types, or equivalently, the electrons into
four subpopulations, according to their connectivity with
the upstream and downstream boundaries. A subindex in
parenthesis is used to denote an electron subpopulation:
1. Regions that connect with both upstream and
downstream boundaries. In these regions, electrons
have enough energy to overcome all potential bar-
riers and reach the opposite boundary without any
reections, and they are therefore termed free elec-
trons. Hence, f+e(1) =
f+e0,
f e(1) = f
 
e1 in the free
electron regions.
2. Electrons in regions connected only with the up-
stream boundary eventually turn back and return
to the plasma source. They are called reected elec-
trons. In these regions, f+e(2) =
f e(2) = f
+
e0.
3. Similarly, there are regions only connected with the
downstream boundary. Therefore, for a plasma
plume expanding into vacuum f+e(3) =
f e(3) =
f e1  0, and these are empty regions.
4. Lastly, existence regions that are not connected
with either the upstream or downstream bound-
aries may contain doubly-trapped electrons. Here,
f+e(4) =
f e(4), but the value of the distribution
function remains otherwise undetermined, and the
solution requires additional information from out-
side of the present kinetic model. As discussed in
Section VI, physical reasoning suggests that these
regions must be populated by a fe that is near-
Maxwellian and near-continuous with neighboring
parts of phase space.
To obtain the r-dependent part of the distribution func-
tion, f^e, to comparable accuracy, it is necessary to tackle
the rest of the non-averaged Vlasov Eq. (11) up to order
", i.e.,
vz
@f^e
@z
+
@H
@Jr
@f^e
@r
=   _Jr @
fe
@Jr
+O
 
"2

: (15)
This correction to fe is not computed in the present work.
As a result, the obtained solution fe = fe is strictly only
accurate to zeroth-order in ". Once fe is known, any
moment of the electron species, or of a particular elec-
tron subpopulation, can be computed as described in Ap-
pendix A.
B. Ion model
The ions emitted by a plasma thruster are commonly
much colder than the electron population, Ti  Te. Ad-
ditionally, ions are hypersonic[27], with a bulk velocity ui
about 5{40 times larger than the plasma sonic velocity
cs =
p
Te=mi. Nonetheless, except for the lightest pro-
pellants, ui is still much less than the electron thermal
velocity, ce =
p
Te=me. Thus, the following ordering of
velocities is satised in a plasma thruster plume:
ci  cs  ui  ce: (16)
Moreover, ions are accelerated downstream by the elec-
tric eld in the plasma plume, so all of them are free ions
that undergo no axial reections. Consequently, their
motion is far simpler than that of electrons.
Neglecting the dispersion in the ion velocity distribu-
tion function (vi ' ui), ions are modeled as a cold species
that satises the following steady-state continuity and
momentum equations,
r  (niui) = 0; (17)
mi(ui  r)ui + er = 0; (18)
which must be supplemented with upstream boundary
conditions at z = 0, ni0 and ui0.
These hyperbolic equations can be solved numeri-
cally for a given , with Eq. (18) providing ui by di-
rect propagation of ion trajectories with the method of
characteristics[27]. Once ui is known, discretization of
Eq. (17) in the plume domain gives ni.
C. Self-consistent electric potential determination
The electron and ion models dened above can be used
to compute the zeroth-order ne;ue, and ni;ui at any
point (z; r) of the plume, given a electric potential map
(z; r) and a set of compatible boundary upstream con-
ditions f+e0, ni0, and ui0. The quasineutrality assumption
and current-free condition in the paraxial limit couple the
two species together and allow nding the self-consistent
plume solution iteratively, including the electric poten-
tial,
ni = ne; niuzi = neuze: (19)
The generalization of the second condition to a given non-
zero net electric current in the plume is straightforward.
Observe that ne can be decomposed as ne = n
+
e + n
 
e ,
where the + and   signs denote the contributions of f+e
and f e , respectively. Similarly, uze = u
+
ze + u
 
ze. Since
f e at z = 0 is part of the solution, only n
+
e0 and u
+
ze0 are
known a priori at the upstream boundary. Indeed, the
values of n e0 and u
 
ze0 depend on the fraction of reected
electrons that return to the plasma source. Thus, it is not
possible, in general, to determine whether the upstream
boundary conditions are compatible with Eqs. (19) at z =
50 without solving the electron expansion. To overcome
this diculty, only the shape, but not the magnitude, of
f+e0 is prescribed:
f+e0 = n
+
e0(0)
F+e0 (20)
where F+e0 is the specied normalized distribution func-
tion, and n+e0(0), is the magnitude of
f+e0 to be computed
as part of the solution.
Finally, xing (0; 0) = 0 at the origin, an iterative
solution procedure can then be established as follows: an
initial guess of the functions (z; r) and n+e0(0) is pro-
duced. The electron and ion models are solved to ob-
tain ne; uze; ni; uzi at a set of evaluation nodes (zi; ri) for
i = 1; : : : ; N . Equations (19) at those points provide 2N
error equations to be zeroed. Next, an iterative method
is used to generate a new guess of (z; r) and n+e0(0) to
lower this error, and the procedure is repeated until con-
vergence with a prescribed tolerance is achieved. Upon
completion, the solution method yields the self-consistent
(z; r) and n+e0(0).
III. RADIALLY-PARABOLIC POTENTIAL AND
SEMI-MAXWELLIAN ELECTRONS
Applying a constraint on the radial shape of the elec-
tric potential allows reducing the electron integrals of Jr
and r in Eqs. (5) and (6) to closed forms, simplifying
the solution process. In this section, solutions with a
radially-parabolic potential are sought,
 (h; r) =  T

e h
2
0
eh4
r2 + z (h) ; (21)
where h (z) is a monotonically-increasing function that
represents the (unknown) characteristic radius of the
plasma plume at each axial position z with h(0) = h0,
and h(z) has been used to replace z as the independent
variable of the problem. In expression (21), z (h), with
z(h0) = 0, is the value of the unknown electric potential
along the plume axis, and T e is a characteristic energy
constant. The radial electron density prole of Eq. (21)
results in a Gaussian density prole ne / exp ( r2=h20)
in the limit of isothermal electrons with temperature T e .
Such radial prole is therefore a reasonable model of the
far-region plasma plume and agrees well with experimen-
tal measurements of many GITs and HETs[27]. Observe
that the non-separability of  stems from the rst term
in the right hand side of Eq. (21) only.
For this electric potential, the corresponding expres-
sion for Jr from Eq. (5) is
Jr

=
r
me
2T e
h2
h0

1
2me

p2r +
p2
r2

+
T e h
2
0
h4
r2

  jpj :
(22)
For brevity, the perpendicular momentum is dened as
p? =
Jr

+ jpj ; (23)
and a characteristic velocity and momentum are dened,
c =
r
T e
me
; p = meh0c: (24)
Then, r from Eq. (6) is related to r through:
cos (2r) =
p?  
p
2pr2=h2p
p2?   p2
; (25)
and the extreme values of r in a radial electron orbit, r+
and r , are given by
r2
h2
=
p? 
p
p2?   p2p
2p
: (26)
Equation (14), which denes the axial turning-point
manifold, becomes:
1
2
mev
2
z = E   Ue (h; p?) = 0; (27)
where:
Ue(h; p?) =  ez (h) +
p
2T e
h20
h2
p?
p
; (28)
is the eective potential of the axial electron motion,
which depends on Jr and p only through p?. Invert-
ing Eq. (27) the maximum value of p? for each E and h
is given by:
p?M (h;E) = p
h2
h20
E + ez (h)p
2T e
: (29)
The shape of the turning-point manifold is illustrated
in Fig. 2 for an example function z(h). Locating the
extrema of either Ue or p?M along h helps to determine
the connectivity of each point of electron phase space
with the upstream and downstream boundary conditions
eciently, and thus dividing it into regions of types 1 to
4, as dened in Section II.
As seen in Fig. 2(a), the eective potential Ue ap-
proaches the asymptotic value  e1 as h ! 1, where
1 = z(1). For each p?, electrons can only exist in
the part of the diagram above the corresponding curve.
Free electrons occupy the region of energies larger than
the global maximum of the corresponding line. Reected
electrons exist for those p? for which the initial value of
the curve is lower than the asymptotic value. Finally,
doubly-trapped electrons exist only when the curve has
a minimum inside the plume domain.
The intersection of the axial turning-point manifold,
Eq. (27), with a h = const plane is a straight line s(h)
for each value of h as can be observed in Fig. 2(b), illus-
trating that the manifold is a ruled surface. This feature
enables a simple analysis of the geometry of the elec-
tron phase space, as discussed in Section III A. As h is
increased from h0 to 1, the slope of the straight line
s(h) decreases and its intersection with the energy axis
6moves up, transforming continuously from the diagonal
line s(h0) to s(1). These two limit lines divide the elec-
tron phase space into four sectors A, B, C and D. Free
electrons can only exist in sector A, above both s(0) and
s(1), whereas reected electrons can only exist in sec-
tors A or B, above s(0). Empty regions can only form
in sectors A or C, above s(1). Finally, doubly-trapped
electrons may exist everywhere, and they are the only
type of electrons that can exist in sector D, below both
s(0) and s(1).
In Fig. 2(c), the region where electrons can exist for
each energy E is upper bounded by the corresponding
curved line. All energies E <  e1 (e.g. E1, E2 and E3
in the gure) result in lines that intersect the horizontal
axis, so there are no free electrons with those energies; re-
ected electrons exist for p? below the value of the curve
at h = h0, whereas doubly-trapped electrons are present
if the curve has a maximum inside the plume domain.
The lines for energies E >  e1 (like E5) diverge down-
stream, and free electrons occupy all p? below the global
minimum of the curve. A three-dimensional view of the
axial turning-point surface is shown in Fig. 2(d).
To further simplify the model and as a case of prac-
tical interest, a semi-Maxwellian population is assumed
upstream next,
f+e0 = f
M
e = 2n
+
e0(0)

me
2T e
3=2
exp

  E
T e

; (30)
where the previously-introduced dimensioning constant
T e is the reference temperature. It should be observed
that, as f e0 6= f+e0 in general, the initial electron tem-
perature Te0 does not coincide with T

e . Only in the
limit where the free electron population is negligible (and
all electrons at the source are reected electrons) does
Te0 ! T e .
In order to fully determine the electron distribution
function in the doubly-trapped regions, it is assumed that
they are populated by a fraction of the same distribution
function,
f+e(4) =
f e(4) = f
M
e ; (31)
where  is a chosen lling factor between 0 and 1.
The moment integrals of the electron species and sub-
populations for the radially-parabolic electric potential
case, and in particular for the semi-Maxwellian distribu-
tion of above, are reduced to compact expressions in the
second part of Appendix A.
With regards to ions, the ion continuity Eq. (17) under
the paraxiallity assumption becomes
1 =
ni(h; 0)
ni0(0)
uzi(h; 0)
uzi0(0)
h2
h20
: (32)
Lastly, their momentum Eq. (18) at the plume axis can be
integrated into the conservation of ion mechanical energy
0 =
1
2
mi

u2zi(h; 0)  u2zi0(0)

+ ez(h): (33)
The iteration procedure used to determine the self-
consistent z(h) and n
+
e0(0) is simplied by taking the
N evaluation nodes at the axis of the plume as shown
in Fig. 1, the last of which is taken at h = 1 (i.e.,
for z = 1). This yields N   1 quasineutrality error
equations for the nodes with h < 1, plus a single in-
dependent equation for the current-free condition, for a
total of N equations. After xing z(h0) = 0, there are
N   1 unknowns in the discretized z(h), plus one un-
known in n+e0(0), for a total of N unknowns. Therefore,
the iteration scheme is well-posed. This approach has
been implemented into the open source numerical code
named AKILES2D[49], after `Advanced Kinetic Iterative
pLasma Expansion Solver 2D.'
The resulting model can be normalized with me, e, T

e ,
h0 and ni0(0). The dimensionless plasma response is a
function of the lling factor , the dimensionless velocity
parameter , and the square root of the ion-electron mass
ratio :
;  =
ui0(0)
c
;  =
r
mi
me
: (34)
The parameter  equals the ratio of ion current to ther-
mal electron ux, based on T e rather than Te0(0). The
initial ion Mach number at the axis is related to  and 
through
Mi0(0) =
ui0(0)p
Te0(0)=mi
= 
T e
Te0(0)
; (35)
so  ' Mi0(0)=, with the factor T e =Te0(0)  1 to be
computed as part of the solution. Since ue0(0) = ui0(0)
from Eq. (19),  can also be regarded as the electron
Mach number, and   1 is expected in actual plasma
thruster plumes. Indeed, the range of  from 0:002 to 0:2
amply covers all current and foreseen electric propulsion
applications.
Observe that the dependency on  is only introduced
into the problem by mi in Eq. (33). For a xed value of
 and taking ;Mi0(0) ! 1, the ion velocity remains
constant in the expansion, uzi = uzi0, and the depen-
dency on  (or Mi0(0)) disappears from the problem.
This is referred to as the hypersonic limit [27]. Thus, the
plasma response in hypersonic electric propulsion plumes
depends dominantly on  and , while the dependency
on  is secondary.
As a nal comment, while the model formulated here
has been left as a function of the characteristic plume ra-
dius at each actual position, h(z), observe that it is possi-
ble to determine the dependency of h on z by integrating
the full ion model of Section II B without using the parax-
ial approximation of Eq. (32). Several approximated
methods exist to determine the evolution of the char-
acteristic plume radius in hypersonic plasma plumes[27].
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FIG. 2. Electron turning-point manifold for a radially-parabolic electric potential. (a) The e↵ective potential Ue↵ versus
h for various values of p?. (b) The e↵ective potential Ue↵ versus p? for various values of h. (c) The maximum p?M versus
h for several values of E. (d) Three-dimensional view of the turning-point surface in the E, p?, h space. For the purpose of
illustration, the function  z(h) for the case   = 0.02, µ!1 has been chosen.
h ! 1, and some of the electrons with those energies
are free electrons.
As the case of most practical interest, the moment inte-
grals are next particularized for a semi-Maxwellian pop-
ulation upstream in velocity space,
f¯+e0 = f
M
e = 2n
+
e0
✓
me
2⇡T ⇤e
◆3/2
exp
✓
  E
T ⇤e
◆
, (27)
where the previously-introduced dimensioning constant
T ⇤e is the reference temperature. It should be observed
that, as f¯ e 6= f¯+e in general, the initial electron tem-
perature Te0 does not coincide with T
⇤
e . Only in the
limit where the free electron population is negligible (and
all electrons at the source are reflected electrons) does
Te0 ! T ⇤e .
To fully determine the electron distribution function in
the doubly-trapped regions while retaining some degree
of freedom, it is assumed that they are populated by a
fraction of the same Maxwellian distribution function,
f¯+e(4) = f¯
 
e(4) = ↵f
M
e , (28)
where ↵ is a chosen filling factor between 0 and 1.
The moment integrals of the electron species and sub-
populations for the radially-parabolic electric potential
FIG. 2. Electron axial turning-point manifold for the r dially-parabolic el ctric potential of Eq. (21). ( ) The ective
potential Ue versus h for various values of p?, for 0 < p?1 < p?2 < p?3. The asymptotic value  e1=T e is shown
as a dashed line. (b) The eective potential Ue versus p? for h = h0 (the upstream boundary condition), h = 1 (far
downstream), and an intermediate value of h (dashed line). (c) The maximum p?M versus h for several values of E, for
E1 < E2 < E3 < E4 =  e1 < E5. (d) Three-dimensional view of the turning-point surface in the E; p?; h space. For the
purpose of illustration, the solution z(h) for the case  = 1,  = 0:02, !1 (dened in Eq. (34)) has been chosen.
A. Geometry of the electron phase space
As explained above, the turning- oint manifold of
Eq. (27) is a ruled surface. The expression of the para-
metric family of straight lines s(h) is given by
s(h) : E + ez(h) 
p
2T e
h20
h2
p?
p
= 0: (36)
In particular, s(h) for h = h0 (i.e. at z = 0) and h!1:
s(h0) : E  
p
2T e
h20
h2
p?
p
= 0; (37)
s(1) : E + e1 = 0: (38)
For later reference, the line s(h) in velocity space at r = 0
is simply vz = 0, and s(h0), s(1) are the following curve
and circle, respectively:
s(h0) : v
2
z   v2r

h2
h20
  1

  2e
me
z(h) = 0; (39)
s(1) : v2z + v2r  
2e
me
(z(h)  1) = 0: (40)
8In order to determine the phase space domain of the
four electron subpopulations described in Section II A for
a particular value h = h1 with h0  h1  1, it is neces-
sary to take into account the shape of the whole family
s(h) (i.e., for all values of h, not just h1).
There is, however, one particular situation in which
free electrons are determined solely by s(h0) and s(1).
Observe that sector A of Fig. 2(b) is the maximum pos-
sible extension of free electrons for a given value of 1.
If the line s(h) never enters sector A, then this sector is
the free electron region. According to Eqs. (36), (37) and
(38), this condition is met when z(h) satises
z(h)
1
 1  h
2
0
h2
(41)
for all values of h. Then, the free electron population de-
pends only on the initial plume conditions and the value
of 1, and the quasineutrality and current-free condi-
tions at h = h0 suce to determine 1 and n+e0(0)=ni0(0)
as a function of . For a semi-Maxwellian population at
the upstream boundary as in Eq. (30), the two expres-
sions of Eq. (19) yield:
ni0(0)
n+e0(0)
= 1 + erf
s
 e1
T e
 
s
 2e1
T e
exp

e1
T e

;
=
1

r
2


1  e1
T e

exp

e1
T e

:
(42)
The value of j1j obtained from Eq. (42) can be regarded
as the maximum potential fall along the plume that may
develop for a given electron current, i.e. for a xed value
of , which occurs if and only if no intermediate Ue
barriers limit the free electron region.
If, in addition, the intersection between s(h) and s(1)
always moves rightward in the p?; E plane as h increases,
then there are no doubly-trapped electrons above s(1).
Hence, sector C can only have empty regions. This occurs
when the decrease rate of z(h) satises the lower bound
dz
dh
 21   z(h)
h
; (43)
for all h. Observe that this condition is a more demand-
ing, dierential version of Eq. (41).
Finally and likewise, if the intersection between s(h)
and s(h0) always moves rightward in the p?; E plane as h
increases, then sector B can only have reected electrons.
The necessary condition is the upper bound
dz
dh
 2z(h)h
2
0
h3   hh20
: (44)
If Eqs. (43) and (44) are both satised, then each of
the four sectors of phase space contains only one type
of electrons, making the computation of moments of fe
particularly simple. Note however that the fulllment of
these conditions is not known a priori, and therefore they
cannot be used in general to simplify the electron model.
IV. RESULTS
The paraxial plasma plume model with the radially-
parabolic electric potential and semi-Maxwellian source
electrons is integrated next to investigate the plasma ex-
pansion into vacuum. The analysis focuses rst on the
case of completely-lled doubly-trapped electron regions
( = 1) in Section IV A. The study of other regimes is
approached in Section IV B.
A. Filled doubly-trapped electron regions
The converged solution for  = 1 of the electric poten-
tial at the plume axis, z(h), is shown in Fig. 3(a) for
several values of , ; the 2D electric potential prole for
 = 0:02,  = 1 is illustrated in Fig. 3(b). The electric
potential z(h) decreases monotonically downstream to
an asymptotic value 1; most of the potential fall occurs
early in the expansion. As it can be observed, increasing
 results in a faster approach to the asymptote. A nite
value of  does not aect the expansion substantially un-
less the initial ion Mach number Mi0 is suciently low:
for xenon ions ( = 4:89  102) and  = 0:002, this is
Mi0 ' 1, and the potential approaches 1 faster in this
case than in the hypersonic limit. In contrast, for xenon
ions, the curves for  = 0:02 (Mi0 ' 10) and  = 0:2
(Mi0 ' 100) visually coincide with the corresponding
hypersonic limits.
The value of 1 itself is plotted as a function of 
in Fig. 4(a). As  is increased, there is a larger free ion
and electron current, and consequently, e1=T e becomes
less negative to allow more electrons to escape down-
stream. As discussed in Section III A, when the condi-
tion in Eq. (41) is satised, then e1=T e depends only
on the value of  and can be computed from Eqs. (42).
This condition is seen to be met for all  in the studied
range of 102   <1. Hence, in the cases presented z
and the rest of magnitudes shown in Fig. 4 can be com-
puted a priori before solving the full kinetic problem, and
become independent from parameters , .
The electron temperature tensor is diagonal to zeroth-
order in " (see Appendix A), with components
Tze; T?e  Tre = Te: (45)
The average temperature is dened as Te = (2T?e +
Tze)=3. Figure 4 shows that n
+
e0(0)=ni0(0) and the tem-
perature ratios (Tze0(0)=T

e , T?e0(0)=T

e and Te0(0)=T

e )
decrease with increasing  when  is small. Due to the
dierence between f+e and
f e at h = h0, a small degree
of temperature anisotropy already exists at the upstream
boundary (not visible at the scale shown in Fig. 4(c).
The maximum possible value of  for a semi-Max-
wellian upstream population is
p
2= ' 0:8, for which
all electrons at h = h0 are free electrons and no re-
ected electrons exist (i.e., n e0 = 0). For this maximum
value of , the electron population at h = h0 is just the
9semi-Maxwellian f+e0, and z(h) = 0 for all h. Near this
maximum of , T?e0(0)=T e has a non-monotonic behav-
ior with a minimum value. As a consequence, the av-
erage temperature Te0(0)=T

e also displays a minimum.
Clearly, this limit is well outside the expected range in
electric propulsion, where  1.
For the rest of this section the discussion focuses on
the hypersonic limit ( ! 1) with  = 0:02, unless
stated otherwise. The evolution of the electron veloc-
ity distribution function fe in the E; p? plane is pre-
sented in the plots on the left of Fig. 5. The plots on
the right provide fe in the vz, vr plane at the plume axis
(r = 0). At h = h0, only free and reected electron pop-
ulations exist. As the plasma expands, the fraction of
reected electrons gradually decreases, doubly-trapped
electrons gain relevance, and empty regions appear. As
the plume characteristic radius h continues to increase,
the doubly-trapped population becomes dominant. Fi-
nally, far downstream, as h ! 1 and z(h) ! 1,
electron density nally drops to zero and phase space
is divided into a forbidden region and an empty region.
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FIG. 3. (a) Electric potential  z(h)/ 1 along the plume
axis for   = 0.002, 0.02, and 0.2 and ↵ = 1. The solid lines
denote the hypersonic limit µ ! 1; the dashed lines have
µ = 2.3·105 (corresponding to Xe). The limit curve of Eq. (38)
is shown as a red dash-dot line. (b) Two-dimensional plot of
the electric potential for   = 0.02, µ!1, ↵ = 1. Thin lines
are isopotential lines.
FIG. 4. (a) Asymptotic electric potential downstream
 1, (b) Reflected electron density ratio n e0(0)/n
+
e0(0) at the
upstream boundary condition, and (c) Initial electron tem-
perature ratios Tze0(0)/T
⇤
e (dashed), T?e0(0)/T
⇤
e (dash-dot),
Te0(0)/T
⇤
e (solid) as a function of   for ↵ = 1. The results of
the simulations satisfy the condition of Eq. (38) in the para-
metric range under study.
di↵erence between f¯+e and f¯
 
e at h = h0, a small degree
of temperature anisotropy already exists at the upstream
boundary (not visible at the scale shown in Fig. 4(c).
The maximum possible value of   for a semi-
Maxwellian population upstream is
p
2/⇡ ' 0.8, for
which all electrons at h = h0 are free electrons and no
reflected electrons exist (i.e., n e0 = 0). For this maxi-
mum value of  , the electron population at h = h0 is
just the semi-Maxwellian of f¯+e0, and  1 = 0. At large
values of  , T?e0(0)/T ⇤e has a non-monotonic behavior
with a minimum value. As a consequence, the average
temperature Te0(0)/T
⇤
e also displays a minimum.
For the rest of this section the discussion focuses on
the hypersonic limit (µ ! 1) with   = 0.02, unless
otherwise noted. The evolution of the electron veloc-
ity distribution function f¯e in the E, p? plane is pre-
sented in the plots on the left of Fig. 5. The plots
on the right provide the corresponding view in the vz,
vr variables at the plume axis (r = 0). At h = h0,
only free and reflected electron populations exist. As the
plasma expands, the fraction of reflected electrons grad-
ually decreases, doubly-trapped electrons gain relevance,
and empty regions appear. As the plume characteristic
radius h continues to increase, the doubly-trapped pop-
ulation becomes dominant. Far downstream, as h ! 1
and  z(h) !  1, electron density finally drops to zero
and phase space is divided into a forbidden region and an
empty region. The straight lines s(h0) and s(1) (and the
corresponding transformed curves in velocity variables at
the plume axis) are easily identifiable in Fig. 5. As ex-
plained in Section IIIA, these two lines play a central
role in the geometry of phase space.
From Eq. (29) and the quasineutrality assumption, the
electron density along the axis in the hypersonic limit is
given by
ne(h, 0)
ni0(0)
=
h20
h2
, (42)
This is plotted, together with the density of each electron
sub-population at the plume axis, in Fig. 6. The same
conclusions on the dominance of each sub-population
are reached as in Fig. 5: initially, reflected electrons
dominate, but soon doubly-trapped electrons become
the majority. Boltzmann’s relation for density, ne /
exp(e z/Te(0)), which would result from an isothermal
expansion, is also plotted for comparison. As it can be
observed, Boltzmann’s relation is only a valid approxi-
mation in the first part of the expansion; downstream,
FIG. 3. (a) Electric potential z(h)=1 along the plume axis
for  = 1, !1,  = 0:002, 0:02, and 0:2 (solid black lines).
The dashed line has  = 1,  = 4:89  102 (corresponding to
Xe) and  = 0:002 (i.e., initial ion Mach number Mi0(0) ' 1).
The limit curve of Eq. (41) is shown as a red dash-dot line.
(b) Two-dimensional plot of the electric potential (z; r) for
 = 1,  ! 1,  = 0:02, and h(z) = 1 + 0:15z. Thin lines
are isopotential lines.
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priori, before solving the full kinetic problem, and the pa-
rameter   alone then controls their value and the shape
of the free electron region in phase space.
As explained in Appendix A, the electron temperature
tensor is diagonal to zeroth-order in ", with components
Tze; T?e ⌘ Tre = T✓e. (41)
The average temperature is defined as Te = (2T?e +
Tze)/3. Figure. 4 shows that n
 
e0/n
+
e0 and the temper-
ature ratios (Tze0(0)/T
⇤
e , T?e0(0)/T
⇤
e and Te0(0)/T
⇤
e ) de-
crease with increasing   when   is small. Due to the
di↵erence between f¯+e and f¯
 
e at h = h0, a small degree
of temperature anisotropy already exists at the upstream
boundary (not visible at the scale shown in Fig. 4(c).
The maximum possible value of   for a semi-
Maxwellian population upstream is
p
2/⇡ ' 0.8, for
which all electrons at h = h0 are free electrons and no
reflected electrons exist (i.e., n e0 = 0). For this maxi-
mum value of  , the electron population at h = h0 is
just the semi-Maxwellian of f¯+e0, and  1 = 0. At large
values of  , T?e0(0)/T ⇤e has a non-monotonic behavior
with a minimum value. As a consequence, the average
temperature Te0(0)/T
⇤
e also displays a minimum.
For the rest of this section the discussion focuses on
the hypersonic limit (µ ! 1) with   = 0.02, unless
otherwise noted. The evolution of the electron veloc-
ity distribution function f¯e in the E, p? plane is pre-
sented in the plots on the left of Fig. 5. The plots
on the right provide the corresponding view in the vz,
vr variables at the plume axis (r = 0). At h = h0,
only free and reflected electron populations exist. As the
plasma expands, the fraction of reflected electrons grad-
ually decreases, doubly-trapped electrons gain relevance,
and empty regions appear. As the plume characteristic
radius h continues to increase, the doubly-trapped pop-
ulation becomes dominant. Far downstream, as h ! 1
and  z(h) !  1, electron density finally drops to zero
and phase space is divided into a forbidden region and an
empty region. The straight lines s(h0) and s(1) (and the
corresponding transformed curves in velocity variables at
the plume axis) are easily identifiable in Fig. 5. As ex-
plained in Section IIIA, these two lines play a central
role in the geometry of phase space.
From Eq. (29) and the quasineutrality assumption, the
electron density along the axis in the hypersonic limit is
given by
ne(h, 0)
ni0(0)
=
h20
h2
, (42)
This is plotted, together with the density of each electron
sub-population at the plume axis, in Fig. 6. The same
conclusions on the dominance of each sub-population
are reached as in Fig. 5: initially, reflected electrons
dominate, but soon doubly-trapped electrons become
the majority. Boltzmann’s relation for density, ne /
exp(e z/Te(0)), which would result from an isothermal
expansion, is also plotted for comparison. As it can be
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FIG. 4. (a) Asymptotic electric potential downstream
 1, (b) Reflected electron density ratio n e0(0)/n
+
e0(0) at the
upstream boundary condition, and (c) Initial electron tem-
perature ratios Tze0(0)/T
⇤
e (dashed), T?e0(0)/T
⇤
e (dash-dot),
Te0(0)/T
⇤
e (solid) as a function of   for ↵ = 1. The results of
the simulations satisfy the condition of Eq. (38) in the para-
metric range under study.
FIG. 4. (a) Asymptotic electric potential downstream 1,
(b) Reected electron density ratio at the upstream bound-
ary n+e0(0)=ni0(0), and (c) Initial electron temperature ra-
tios Tze0(0)=T

e (dashed), T?e0(0)=T

e (dash-dot), Te0(0)=T

e
(solid), as a function of  for  = 1.
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Figure 5. Evolution of the electron velocity distribution function f¯e at di↵erent values of h, for   “ 0.02,
µÑ8 and ↵ “ 1. Plots on the left show the pE, pKq plane; those on the right the pvz , vrq plane at the plume axis
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FIG. 5. Electron velocity distribution function fe at dierent values of h, for  = 0:02,  ! 1 and  = 1, arbitrary units.
Plots on the left show the (E; p?) plane; those on the right the (vz; vr) plane at the plume axis (r = 0). The color map shows
the magnitude of f+e . The dierent regions of phase space are labeled according to the enumeration of Section II A: 1 means
free electrons; 2 reected electrons; 3 empty regions; 4 doubly-trapped regions.
12
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FIG. 7. Temperature of each electron subpopulation l and for the whole electron species along the plasma plume axis for
  = 0.02, µ ! 1 and ↵ = 1, (a) Tze(l)(h, 0)/T ⇤e , (b) T?e(l)(h, 0)/T ⇤e , and (c) Te(l)(h, 0)/T ⇤e . The thin lines represent the
temperature of free electrons (red, triangles), reflected electrons (green, circles), and doubly-trapped electrons (blue, squares).
Thick black lines represent the temperatures of the global electron population. The lower plots depict the corresponding local
cooling exponents  ze(l),  ?e(l) and  e(l). The dashed lines indicate the limits for an isothermal (  = 1) and an adiabatic
(  = 5/3) behavior.
FIG. 8. Specific kinetic heat fluxes in the axial direction of each electron subpopulation l and for the whole elec-
tron species along the plasma plume axis for   = 0.02, µ ! 1 and ↵ = 1, (a) qzze(l)(h, 0)/[ne(l)(h, 0)T ⇤e
p
T ⇤e /me], (b)
qz?e(l)(h, 0)/[ne(l)(h, 0)T
⇤
e
p
T ⇤e /me], and (c) qze(l)(h, 0)/[ne(l)(h, 0)T
⇤
e
p
T ⇤e /me]. The thin lines represent the specific heat flux
of free electrons (red, triangles), reflected electrons (green, circles), and doubly-trapped electrons (blue, squares). Thick black
lines represent the specific heat flux of the global electron population.
FIG. 9. E↵ect of partially-filled doubly-trapped electron
regions. The normalized electric potential is shown for ⇠ =
0.02, µ ! 1. The filling parameter is ↵ = 0.5?? (dashed)
and ↵ = 1 (solid line; same case as in Fig. 3, for the purpose
of comparison).
FIG. 10. Lumped polytropic model cooling rate  ¯e that
results in the same asymptotic potential fall  1 as in the
kinetic model as a function of  .
altering the plasma response in the far downstream re-
gion. This may a↵ect, in particular, the amount of re-
flected and doubly-trapped electrons that are successfully
reflected back at large values of z.
Finally, it is noted that the discontinuity in f¯e that may
exist across the boundary between two di↵erently pop-
ulated regions leads to an infinite gradient that breaks
locally the asymptotic expansion in ". This phenomenon
is expected to give rise to a thin layer around the in-
terface, where fˆe can be of zeroth order. Such disconti-
nuities are inevitable between the free electron region,
where f¯ e = 0, and any other populated region with
f¯+e = f¯
 
e . The solution of these layers is not addressed
in the present work.
B. On doubly-trapped electron regions
Section IVB provided a preliminary analysis of the ef-
fects of partially-populated doubly-trapped regions, as-
suming that a single parameter ↵ su ces to characterize
them. However, the physical mechanisms that may pop-
ulate these regions are outside of the present model. A
qualitative discussion of two of them is presented here.
Firstly, collisionality has been neglected in the model,
on the basis that the residence time of ions and electrons
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in the region of interest of the plume is much shorter
than the characteristic collision time in the far-region.
Nonetheless, while the electron residence time in regions
connected to either the upstream or downstream bound-
ary conditions is finite, in doubly-trapped regions it is
ideally infinite. This fundamentally a↵ects the time or-
dering in these regions, and hence the steady state solu-
tion in them must be a collisional one for any non-zero
plasma collisionality, even if it is arbitrarily small. This
argument supports the choice of a Maxwellian or near-
Maxwellian distribution function for these regions. Col-
lisions, hence, could provide a plausible mechanism to
populate or depopulate doubly-trapped regions regions
over time. Another similar population mechanism could
be enabled by plasma turbulence.
Secondly, during the transient set-up of the plasma
FIG. 6. Derivative dz=dh along the plume, and the bounds
of Eqs. (43), (44), for  = 0:02, !1, and  = 1.
The straight lines s(h0) and s(1) from Fig. 2 and the
corresponding transformed curves in velocity variables
at the plume axis, Eqs. (39) and (40), are easily iden-
tiable in Fig. 5. As explained in Section III A, these
two lines play a central role in the geometry of phase
space. Fig. 6 depicts dz=dh and the two bounds given
in Eqs. (43), (44), showing that both are satised every-
where for  = 0:02 and  =1. As a consequence, sector
A in Fig. 2(b) is the free electron region, sector B con-
tains reected electrons, sector C is empty, and sector D
contains doubly-trapped electrons.
From Eq. (32) and the quasineutrality assumption, the
electron density along he axis in the hypersonic limit is
given by
ne(h; 0)
ni0(0)
=
h20
h2
; (46)
This is plotted, together with the density of each elec-
tron sub-population at the plume axis, in Fig. 7(a).
The same conclusions on the dominance of each sub-
population are reached as from Fig. 5: initially, reected
electrons dominate, but soon doubly-trapped electrons
become the majority. Boltzmann's relation for density,
ne / exp(ez=Te(0)), which would apply for an isother-
mal expansion, is also plotted for comparison. As it can
be observed, Boltzmann's relation is only a valid approx-
imation in the rst part of the expansion; downstream,
density drops at a faster rate, revealing that electron
cooling is taking place in that part of the plume. The
lower  is, the larger the region where the (isothermal)
Boltzmann's relation adequately describes the expansion.
Indeed, Boltzmann's relation is strictly valid only in the
singular limit  = 0, where all electrons are conned and
the free electron current is zero. A 2D view of the electron
density is shown in Fig. 7(b). The radial density prole
is nearly Gaussian, and the initial radius r ' 1:73h0 de-
nes the plasma tube that contains 95% of the plume
mass ow.
The axial and perpendicular temperatures Tze; T?e for
each electron subpopulation and for the whole electron
species are plotted in Fig. 8. The average temperature
Te is also shown. For the electron species as a whole,
both Tze and T?e are nearly constant initially, and then
decrease monotonically in the direction of the expansion.
This is caused by the partial emptying of the electron
distribution function fe as the plasma expands due to (i)
the formation of empty regions (type 3 in Section II A),
and (ii) the absence of backward-traveling electrons in
free electron regions where f e(1) = 0.
The axial evolution of the electron temperature com-
ponents is seen to depend strongly on the parameter :
a lower value of  results in less free electrons, a larger
potential fall j1j, and smaller empty regions. Conse-
quently, the electron expansion is nearly-isothermal in a
larger part of the plume. Indeed, as ! 0 (i.e., vanishing
net ion and electron current in the plume), the expansion
approaches the Boltzmann relation limit as mentioned
above.
The two temperature components show, nonetheless,
markedly dierent behaviors downstream: while Tze
tends to a non-zero asymptotic value, T?e goes to zero.
This can be explained by analyzing the evolution of the
temperatures of each subspecies: in the case of Tze, both
the reected and doubly-trapped electrons have a van-
ishing contribution as h!1, since Tze(2) and Tze(4) go
to zero. The free electron Tze(1), on the contrary, is non-
monotonic, showing a minor increase after an early min-
imum, and tends to a non-zero asymptotic value down-
stream. Therefore, it is the free electrons that govern
the far-plume behavior of Tze. In the case of T?e, all
subpopulations have T?e(l) ! 0 downstream, and it
is the doubly-trapped electrons T?e(4) that dominates
nearly everywhere, both due to their larger weight in
the electron density and due to their larger perpendic-
ular temperature, T?e(4). Finally, although not shown,
the components of the electron temperature at a xed
h are nearly constant in the radial direction. This is
consistent with the near-Gaussian radial density prole
of Fig. 7(b) that exists at each axial position, which re-
sults in a parabolic radial electric potential prole for a
radially-isothermal electron species.
The local cooling rates for each of the two temperature
components and for the average temperature are dened
as:
ke(l) = 1 +
d lnTke(l)
d lnne(l)
; (47)
where k = z;? for the axial and radial/azimuthal tem-
peratures, and k is left out for the average temperature.
The value of these rates along the plume axis is also plot-
ted in Fig. 8. The initial behavior of these curves is
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observed, Boltzmann’s relation is only a valid approxi-
mation in the first part of the expansion; downstream,
density drops at a faster rate, revealing that electron
cooling takes place in that part of the plume. The lower
  is, the larger the region where the (isothermal) Boltz-
mann’s relation adequately describes the expansion. In-
deed, Boltzmann’s relation is extrictly valid only in the
limit   = 0, where all electrons are confined and the free
electron current is zero.
The axial and perpendicular temperatures Tze, T?e for
the whole electron species and for each subpopulation
are plotted in Fig. 7. The average temperature Te is also
shown. For the electron species as a whole, both Tze
and T?e decrease monotonically in the direction of the
expansion, but show markedly di↵erent behaviors: while
Tze tends to an asymptotic value, T?e goes to zero. This
can be explained by analyzing the evolution of the tem-
peratures of each subspecies. The free electron Tze(1)
is nearly constant through the expansion, and eventu-
ally dominates downstream. In the case of T?e, it is
the doubly-trapped electrons which dominate nearly ev-
erywhere, both due to their weight in the electron den-
sity and due to their larger perpendicular temperature,
T?e(4).
The local cooling rates for each of the two temperature
components and for the average temperature are defined
as:
 ze =
d lnTze
d lnne
;  ?e =
d lnT?e
d lnne
;  e =
d lnTe
d lnne
, (43)
and are also plotted in Fig. 7. Reflected and doubly-
trapped electrons both tend to a nearly adiabatic (5/3)
cooling rate for both temperatures downstream. Free
electrons, on the other hand, have  ze(1) ' 1 downstream
(i.e., they are near-isothermal). Due to the larger axial
temperature of the free electrons, this drives the behav-
ior of the overall axial cooling exponent for the whole
electron species,  ze. In contrast, the free electron per-
pendicular temperature T?e(1) drops quickly at a rate
 ?e(1) ' 2. Although not shown here, the components of
the electron temperature are nearly constant in the ra-
dial direction. This is consistent with the near-Gaussian
radial density profile of Fig. 6(b) that exists at each axial
position, which is characteristic of a radially-isothermal
electron species and a parabolic radial electric potential
profile.
While the whole plasma expansion depends on the
boundary conditions of the problem, the initial behavior
of the temperature and the cooling exponents is partic-
ularly sensitive to the choice of upstream electron distri-
bution function. In the present case, where f¯+e0 is semi-
Maxwellian, electrons populate the whole velocity semis-
pace vz   0 at h = h0, as can be observed in Fig. ??.
For h > h0, however, an empty region quickly develops.
Additionally, there are by definition no doubly-trapped
electrons at h = h0, only free and reflected ones; however,
doubly-trapped regions form as soon as the expansion be-
gins, for h > h0. These two aspects drive the initial shape
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FIG. 6. (a) Density ne(l) of each electron subpopulation l
and the whole electron species at the plume axis for   = 0.02,
µ ! 1 and ↵ = 1 The thin lines represent the densities
of free electrons (red, triangles), reflected electrons (green,
circles), and doubly-trapped electrons (blue, squares). The
thick black line represents the density of the global electron
population. The dashed line shows Boltzmann’s relation for
an isothermal electron species with Te = T
⇤
e for comparison.
(b) Two-dimensional plot of the total electron density for   =
0.02, µ!1, ↵ = 1. Thin solid lines are contour lines.
FIG. 7. (a) Density ne(l) of each el ctron subpopulation \l"
and the whole electron species (\total") at the plume axis for
 = 0:02,  ! 1 and  = 1 The thin lines represent the
densities of free electrons (red, triangles), reected electrons
(green, circles), and doubly-trapped electrons (blue, squares).
The thick black line represents the density of the global elec-
tron population. The dashed line shows Boltzmann's relation
for an isothermal electron species with Te = T

e for compar-
ison. (b) Two-dimensional plot of the total electron density
for  = 0:02,  ! 1,  = 1. Thin solid lines are contour
lines.
sensitive to the upstream boundary condition f+e0. The
whole-species ze is larger where most of the decrease in
Tze occurs, and tends to 1 (isothermal limit) far down-
stream. ?e, on the other hand, approaches 5=3 (adi-
abatic cooling). The cooling exponent for the average
temperature, e, is a consequence of these two separate
behaviors. Regarding each subpopulation, it is clear that
cooling rates outside the range 1{5=3 occur, consistent
with the behavior of their partial temperatures and den-
sities. In particular, free electrons have ze(1) < 1 and
?e(1) ' 2 in a large part of the plume. This behavior is
related to the conversion of radial and azimuthal energy
of the free electron subpopulation into axial energy due
to the diverging electric potential and the conservation
of Jr.
Figure 9 complements the previous discussion with
the (density-specic) axial uxes of axial, radial and az-
imuthal thermal energy of each electron subpopulation,
as dened in Appendix A. Just as in the case of the elec-
tron temperature, since the heat uxes of radial and az-
imuthal thermal energy are equal, qzre = qze. Like any
other odd moment in vz, the heat ux of the reected
and doubly-trapped populations are zero. As can be
observed, qzze(1)=ne(1) is always positive, and increases
slowly downstream after an early minimum. In contrast,
qzze=ne for the whole population decreases. On the other
hand, qzre(1)=ne(1) and qze(1)=ne(1), are negative, indi-
cating that these heats ow towards the plasma source,
and go to zero downstream. These behaviors give rise
to a qze(1)=ne(1) that switches sign along the expansion,
and a near-constant, positive qze=ne. The information
about the kinetic heat uxes can also be used to provide
a closure relation for the energy equation of uid models.
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FIG. 7. Temperature of each electron subpopulation l and for the whole electron species along the plasma plume axis for
  = 0.02, µ ! 1 and ↵ = 1, (a) Tze(l)(h, 0)/T ⇤e , (b) T?e(l)(h, 0)/T ⇤e , and (c) Te(l)(h, 0)/T ⇤e . The thin lines represent the
temperature of free electrons (red, triangles), reflected electrons (green, circles), and doubly-trapped electrons (blue, squares).
Thick black lines represent the temperatures of the global electron population. The lower plots depict the corresponding local
cooling exponents  ze(l),  ?e(l) and  e(l). The dashed lines indicate the limits for an isothermal (  = 1) and an adiabatic
(  = 5/3) behavior.
FIG. 8. Specific kinetic heat fluxes in the axial direction of each electron subpopulation l and for the whole elec-
tron species along the plasma plume axis for   = 0.02, µ ! 1 and ↵ = 1, (a) qzze(l)(h, 0)/[ne(l)(h, 0)T ⇤e
p
T ⇤e /me], (b)
qz?e(l)(h, 0)/[ne(l)(h, 0)T
⇤
e
p
T ⇤e /me], and (c) qze(l)(h, 0)/[ne(l)(h, 0)T
⇤
e
p
T ⇤e /me]. The thin lines represent the specific heat flux
of free electrons (red, triangles), reflected electrons (green, circles), and doubly-trapped electrons (blue, squares). Thick black
lines represent the specific heat flux of the global electron population.
FIG. 9. E↵ect of partially-filled doubly-trapped electron
regions. The normalized electric potential is shown for ⇠ =
0.02, µ ! 1. The filling parameter is ↵ = 0.5?? (dashed)
and ↵ = 1 (solid line; same case as in Fig. 3, for the purpose
of comparison).
FIG. 10. Lumped polytropic model cooling rate  ¯e that
results in the same asymptotic potential fall  1 as in the
kinetic model as a function of  .
altering the plasma response in the far downstream re-
gion. This may a↵ect, in particular, the amount of re-
flected and doubly-trapped electrons that are successfully
reflected back at large values of z.
FIG. 11.
Finally, it is noted that the discontinuity in f¯e that may
exist across the boundary between two di↵erently pop-
ulated regions leads to an infinite gradient that breaks
locally the asymptotic expansion in ". This phenomenon
is expected to give rise to a thin layer around the in-
terface, where fˆe can be of zeroth order. Such disconti-
nuities are inevitable between the free electron region,
where f¯ e = 0, and any other populated region with
f¯+e = f¯
 
e . The solution of these layers is not addressed
in the present work.
FIG. 8. Temperature of each electron subpopulation l and f le electron species along the plasma plume axis for
 = 0:02,  ! 1 and  = 1, (a) Tze(l)(h; 0)=T e , (b) T?e(l)( ; 0)= e , a (c) Te(l)(h; 0)=T e . The thin lines represent the
temperature of free electrons (red, triangles), reected electrons (green, circles), and doubly-trapped electrons (blue, squares).
Thick black lines represent the temperatures of the global electron population. The lower plots depict the corresponding local
cooling exponents ze(l), ?e(l) and e(l). The dashed lines indicate the limits for an isothermal ( = 1) and an adiabatic
( = 5=3) behavior.
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FIG. 8. Specific kinetic heat fluxes in the axial direction of each electron subpopulation l and for the whole elec-
tron species along the plasma plume axis for   = 0.02, µ ! 1 and ↵ = 1, (a) qzze(l)(h, 0)/[ne(l)(h, 0)T ⇤e
p
T ⇤e /me], (b)
qz?e(l)(h, 0)/[ne(l)(h, 0)T
⇤
e
p
T ⇤e /me], and (c) qze(l)(h, 0)/[ne(l)(h, 0)T
⇤
e
p
T ⇤e /me]. The thin lines represent the specific heat flux
of free electrons (red, triangles), reflected electrons (green, circles), and doubly-trapped electrons (blue, squares). Thick black
lines represent the specific heat flux of the global electron population.
flected and doubly-trapped electrons that are successfully
reflected back at large values of z.
Finally, it is noted that the discontinuity in f¯e that may
exist across the boundary between two di↵erently pop-
ulated regions leads to an infinite gradient that breaks
locally the asymptotic expansion in ". This phenomenon
is expected to give rise to a thin layer around the in-
terface, where fˆe can be of zeroth order. Such disconti-
nuities are inevitable between the free electron region,
where f¯ e = 0, and any other populated region with
f¯+e = f¯
 
e . The solution of these layers is not addressed
in the present work.
B. On doubly-trapped electron regions
Section IVB provided a preliminary analysis of the ef-
fects of partially-populated doubly-trapped regions, as-
suming that a single parameter ↵ su ces to characterize
them. However, the physical mechanisms that may pop-
ulate these regions are outside of the present model. A
qualitative discussion of two of them is presented here.
Firstly, collisionality has been neglected in the model,
on the basis that the residence time of ions and electrons
in the region of interest of the plume is much shorter
than the characteristic collision time in the far-region.
Nonetheless, while the electron residence time in regions
connected to either the upstream or downstream bound-
ary conditions is finite, in doubly-trapped regions it is
ideally infinite. This fundamentally a↵ects the time or-
dering in these regions, and hence the steady state solu-
tion in them must be a collisional one for any non-zero
plasma collisionality, even if it is arbitrarily small. This
argument supports the choice of a Maxwellian or near-
Maxwellian distribution function for these regions. Col-
lisions, hence, could provide a plausible mechanism to
populate or depopulate doubly-trapped regions regions
over time. Another similar population mechanism could
be enabled by plasma turbulence.
Secondly, during the transient set-up of the plasma
plume, the electric potential changes in time. The energy
of an individual electron is not conserved, and decreases
a bit on each reflection at the leading expansion front.
These two e↵ects combined may result in the trapping
of electrons into the doubly-trapped regions as they are
being formed. Ongoing work with a non-steady kinetic
model in the analogous case of a magnetized plasma ex-
pansion suggests that this mechanism can partially fill
these regions[39].
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A collisionless, paraxial kinetic plasma plume model
has been established to investigate the electron expan-
sion. The model exploits the conservation of mechanical
energy and angular momentum about the plume axis,
and the adiabaticity of the radial action integral, to in-
tegrate the electrons Vlasov’s equation. Phase space is
seen to be divided into regions of four di↵erent types: free
electrons, reflected electrons, empty regions, and doubly-
trapped electrons.
The evolution of the electric potential, the electron
velocity distribution function, and its moments up to
the heat fluxes have been analyzed after prescribing a
parabolic shape to the radial electric potential profile.
The expansion depends on three dimensionless parame-
ters, which describe the free electron current, the mass of
the ions, and the degree of filling of the doubly-trapped
regions.
FIG. 9 Density-specic kin tic heat uxes in the axial direction of free electr ns (\1") and for l electron
species (\total") along the plasma plume axis for  = 0:02,  ! 1 and  = 1, (a) qzze(l)(h; 0)=[ne(l)(h; 0)T e c2], (b)
qzre(l)(h; 0)=[ne(l)(h; 0)T

e c
2], and (c) qze(l)(h; 0)=[ne(l)(h; 0)T

e c
2]. he thin lines represent the specic heat ux of fr e electrons
(red, triangles) a d the thick black lines represent the specic heat ux of the global electron population. In plot (c), the vertical
line indicates where qze(1) changes sign.
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B. Partially-lled doubly-trapped electron regions
One of the free parameters of the model of Section III
is , the lling factor of doubly-trapped regions intro-
duced in Eq. (31), and assumed  = 1 in the previous
subsection. When the fraction of doubly-trapped elec-
trons is decreased, the density of reected and free elec-
trons must increase to maintain the plasma quasineu-
trality. Since the number of free electrons is xed for a
total electric current in the plume, only an increase of
reected electron density can compensate the decrease of
doubly-trapped electrons.
To achieve this, the electric potential in the plume
must rise to allow more source electrons to travel deeper
into the plume before being reected. The relative
change of electric potential is illustrated in Fig. 10(a) for
various values of . The necessity of a higher electric po-
tential is apparent specially in the rst part of the expan-
sion. Indeed, the function z(h) becomes non-monotonic
and initially-increasing near the upstream boundary con-
dition, with z(h) > z(h0) in a small region whose size
increases as  is decreased. The nal potential far down-
stream, 1, is however not aected by  in the range
shown.
The relative change of reected and doubly-trapped
electron density is presented in Fig. 10(b) for  = 0:7. As
advanced above, more reected electrons exist to over-
come the decrease of doubly-trapped electrons. How-
ever, the dierent slopes of reected and doubly-trapped
electrons in Fig. 7 mean that the few remaining doubly-
trapped electrons eventually become the dominant sub-
population suciently downstream.
V. SIMPLE ELECTRON COOLING MODEL
The results obtained in Section IV can be used to con-
struct closure relations that can inform the uid electron
models of multi-uid and hybrid codes, replacing Boltz-
mann's relation and similar laws that are kinetically un-
justied for a near-collisionless plasma plume. This can
be done with arbitrary level of detail. For example, the
average electron temperature can be tabulated against
the electron density as a function of ,  and , and
the resulting functional dependency Te = Te(ne;; ; )
can be used to close the uid equations at the pressure
level. Alternatively, the temperature tensor components
can be considered; a closure can also be established at the
heat ux level using the information of Fig. 9, or even at
higher moments of the distribution function.
It is nonetheless desirable to derive a simple, approxi-
mate closure relation that can be readily implemented in
existing codes. As most codes already feature a simple
polytropic cooling law for electrons, an interesting choice
is to establish a polytropic electron cooling model with a
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FIG. 9. E↵ect of partially-filled doubly-trapped electron
regions. The normalized electric potential is shown for ⇠ =
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and ↵ = 1 (solid line; same case as in Fig. 3, for the purpose
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FIG. 10. Lumped polytropic model cooling rate  ¯e that
results in the same asymptotic potential fall  1 as in the
kinetic model as a function of  .
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The collisionless cooling of the electron subpopulations
has been analyzed in detail. The local cooling exponents
have been computed, and an approximated, lumped poly-
tropic model with exponent  ¯e that results in the same
total electric potential fall as in the kinetic plume model
has been proposed that is easy to implement in existing
fluid and hybrid simulation codes. The realization that
the fraction of free electrons is dictated by  1 for the
parametric ranges under study allows obtaining  1 an-
alytically without solving the whole expansion, and thus
the lumped cooling exponent  ¯e. More advanced and ac-
curate lumped models can be defined that respect the lo-
cal cooling and anisotropic behavior of the kinetic model
to some extent will be proposed.
Further investigations must shed light on the filling
of the doubly-trapped regions of phase space. Likewise,
other radial electric potential profiles and initial distribu-
tion functions than semi-Maxwellian populations can be
considered. The e↵ect of background electrons approach-
ing from infinity can be easily included in the model, af-
fecting the previously-empty regions and the free electron
regions, as these are both connected to the downstream
boundary condition. Finally, the mathematical proper-
ties of the model such as the general validity, and the
existence and uniqueness of solution should be investi-
gated in more detail. A comparison with full-PIC codes
and experiments, such as those of Ref. [17], may help
clarify the range of validity of the model.
FIG. 10  tia ly- led doubly-tra ped lectron
regions for  = 0:02,  ! 1. (a) Rela ive change of electric
potential at the axis z(h) for  = 0:9; 0:8; 0:7 with respect to
the case with  = 1. (b) Relative change in reected (2) and
doubly-trapped (4) electron density for  = 0:7, with respect
to the case with  = 1.
constant, averaged cooling rate e,
Te
Te0(0)
=

ne
ne0(0)
e 1
(48)
which respects the electric potential fall j1j of the ki-
netic model. The total electric potential fall j1j is a key
magnitude of the expansion that aects the interaction of
the plasma plume with its environment and any nearby
objects such as solar arrays. Since j1j is closely linked
to the free electron current that escapes downstream,
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FIG. 10. Lumped polytropic model cooling rate  ¯e that
results in the same asymptotic potential fall  1 as in the
kinetic model as a function of  .
magnitude of the expansion that a↵ects the interaction of
the plasma plume with its environment and any nearby
objects such as solar arrays. Since  1 is closely linked
to the current of free electrons that escapes downstream,
which under the current-free condition must equal the
ion current emitted by the thruster, its value is a robust
feature of the kinetic model. Note, however, that this
lumped model ignores the local variations of the electron
cooling rate, and moreover, neglects the anisotropy that
exists in the plasma plume.
For a polytropic electron species, the cooling expo-
nent  ¯e and the asymptotic potential fall  1 are related
through
 ¯e =
|e 1|
|e 1|  Te0(0) . (46)
The value of  ¯e computed from the  1 and Te0(0) of the
kinetic solution of Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 10. The lumped
cooling rate is seen to increase with  , and becomes in-
finite at   ' 0.4, for which  e 1 ! Te0(0), hinting
that this approximated closure relation is inadequate to
model the electron expansion at high values of  . Since
 1 does not show a dependency on µ or ↵ under the
range of study, the lumped cooling model neither does.
VI. DISCUSSION
There are two aspects worth further discussion.
Firstly, the kinetic model hinges on the expansion be-
ing paraxial. The validity of this assumption is com-
mented on below in Section VIA. Secondly, the filling
of the doubly-trapped electron regions, which are discon-
nected from both upstream and downstream boundary
conditions, cannot be explained from the present steady-
state, collisionless model. This issue is commented on in
Section VIB.
A. Validity of the paraxiallity approximation
The validity of the asymptotic expansion of the kinetic
electron model in " relies on the adiabatic invariance of
Jr. The extent to which Jr is conserved in each radial
orbit depends on the ratio of the radial electron period,
1/ ˙r, to the characteristic time in which an electron ex-
periences changes in the non-separable part of the elec-
tric potential as it moves in the axial direction. For an
electron in the radially-parabolic potential of Section III,
this time is ⇠ vz"h20/h3, where dh/dz ⇠ " has been taken
into account. Proper Jr invariance then requires a small
value of the time ratio, i.e.,
"vzp
T ⇤e /me
h0
h
⌧ 1. (47)
From this expression, it is possible to extract three con-
clusions. Firstly, a small value of " is necessary, as ex-
pected. Actual plasma thrusters have divergence half an-
gles in the range of 10–15 deg for GITs to 40–50 deg for
HETs. Clearly, the paraxiallity criterion is better satis-
fied by GITs. Secondly, the conservation of Jr and hence
the asymptotic expansion in " is not uniformly valid in
velocity space, as it fails for large vz. This a↵ects, in par-
ticular, the high energy tail in the free electron region.
Thirdly, Jr adiabaticity improves as h increases, even if
the radial electron period increases with h2.
Apart from these observations, the validity of the
model as z ! 1 merits its own discussion. As the
density decreases, the quasineutrality condition may be
called into question, and the plasma from a thruster
plume eventually merges into the thin ambient plasma,
altering the plasma response in the far downstream re-
gion. This may a↵ect, in particular, the amount of re-
flected and doubly-trapped electrons that are successfully
reflected back at large values of z.
Finally, it is noted that the discontinuity in f¯e that may
exist across the boundary between two di↵erently pop-
ulated regions leads to an infinite gradient that breaks
locally the asymptotic expansion in ". This phenomenon
is expected to give rise to a thin layer around the in-
terface, where fˆe can be of zeroth order. Such disconti-
nuities are inevitable between the free electron region,
where f¯ e = 0, and any other populated region with
f¯+e = f¯
 
e . The solution of these layers is not addressed
in the present work.
1 l i l li r t e t t
i te ti l fal j j as in t e
el as a function of . Dashed lines indicate the
isothermal and adiabatic models.
which under the current-free condition must equal the
ion current emitted by the thruster, its value is a robust
feature of the kinetic model. Since j1j does ot show
a dependency on  or  under the para etric range of
study, the lu ped cooling model is only function of .
For a polytropic electron species, the cooling expo-
nent e and the asymptotic potenti l fall 1 are related
throu h
e =
je1j
je1j   Te0(0) : (49)
The value of e computed from j1j and Te0(0) of the
kinetic solution of Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 11. The lumped
cooling rate is seen to increase with , and becomes in-
nite at  ' 0:4, for which ej1j ! Te0(0), hinting
that this approximated closure relation is adequate for
modeling the electron expansion only at low values of .
Moreover, note that this lumped model ignores the lo-
cal variations of the electron cooling rate and neglects
the anisotropy that exists in the plasma plume. For the
purpose of comparison, Table I gathers the reported aver-
age polytropic exponent e in several references. Values
for traditional HETs running on Xenon cluster around
 ' 0:02, e ' 1:2{1:3.
VI. DISCUSSION
There are two aspects of the model that deserve further
discussion: rstly, the kinetic model hinges on the expan-
sion being paraxial. The validity of this and other model
assumptions is commented on below, in Section VI A.
Secondly, the lling of the doubly-trapped electron re-
gions, which are disconnected fro both upstream and
downstream boundary conditions, cannot be explained
from within the present steady-state, collisionless model.
This issue is commented on in Section VI B.
A. Validity of the model
The validity of the kinetic electron model relies on the
adiabatic invarianc of Jr. The extent to w ich Jr is
conserved as each el ctron moves in the axial dire ti n
depends on the ratio of the radial electron period, r =
1= _r, to the charact ristic time NS in which the el ctron
experiences changes of the non-separable part of he elec-
tric potenti l. For an lectron in the radially-parabolic
potential of Section III, Eq. (8) yields r  h2=(h0c),
while NS  h3=("h20vz), where dh=dz  " and r  h
have been used. Proper Jr invariance t en r quires a
small val e of this time ratio, i.e.,
r
NS
 "vz
c
h0
h
 1: (50)
From this expression, it is possible to reach three conclu-
sions. Firstly, a small value of " is necessary, which was
an ansatz of the model. Actual plasma thrusters have
divergence half angles, dened with the central 95% of
the ion current, in the range of 10{15 deg fo GITs to
40{50 deg for HETs. Clearly, the paraxiallity riterion is
b tter satised by GITs. As explained in Section IV, the
initial radius of pl sma tube that c tains 95% of the
current is typically larger tha h0. Secondly, the conser-
vation of Jr and hence the asympt ic expansion in " is
not uniformly valid in velocity space, as it fails for large
vz. This aects, in particular, the high en rgy tail of the
free electron region. Thirdly, Jr invarianc impro s as
h increases, even if the radial el ctron period increases
with h2.
Apart from these observations, other aspects of the va-
lidity of the model as z !1 merit their own discussion.
As the density decreases, the quasineutrality condition
may be called into question. Also, the plasma from the
thruster plume eventually merges into the thin ambient
plasma, altering the plasma response in the far down-
stream region. This may aect, in particular, the amount
of electrons that are reected and doubly-trapped at
large values of z. The model also relies on the plasma
being collisionless. A small level of collisionality (and in-
stabilities, if any) may not invalidate the results obtained
here, but will blur the boundaries between the dierent
phase space regions of the piecewise collisionless solution.
Indeed, as discussed in section VI B, collisions could be
particularly relevant as a mechanism to access doubly-
trapped regions. Finally, it is noted that the discontinu-
ity in fe that exists e.g. between free electron regions and
doubly-trapped or empty regions leads to an innite gra-
dient that locally breaks the asymptotic expansion in ".
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Reference Reported e Calculated  Comments
[12] 1:30 0:022 BHT-200 measurements. Estimated  from discharge voltage and Te.
[17] 1:18 0:021 PPS-1350-ML measurements. Estimated  from discharge voltage and Te.
[18] 1:27 0:027 SPT-100-ML measurements. Estimated  from probe data.
[29] 2:00 0:280 Transient hydrogen plume PIC simulation; planar geometry.
TABLE I. Summary of average polytropic cooling rates e in plasma thruster plumes reported by experimental and PIC
references, for comparison with the lumped model of Fig. 11. The value of  for each experimental measurement has been
estimated from the available data in those references.
This phenomenon is expected to give rise to a thin layer
around the interface, where f^e could be of zeroth order.
The solution of these layers has not been addressed in
the present work.
B. On doubly-trapped electron regions
Section IV B provided a preliminary analysis of the ef-
fects of partially-populated doubly-trapped regions, as-
suming that a single parameter  suces to characterize
them. However, the physical mechanisms that may pop-
ulate these regions are outside of the present model. A
qualitative discussion of two of them is presented here.
Firstly, collisionality has been neglected in the model,
on the basis that the residence time of ions and electrons
in the region of interest of the plume is much shorter
than the characteristic collision time in the far-region.
Nonetheless, while the free and reected electron resi-
dence time is nite, it is innite in doubly-trapped re-
gions (in the collisionless limit). This fundamentally af-
fects the time ordering in these regions, and hence the
steady state solution in them must be a collisional one
for any non-zero plasma collisionality, even if it is arbi-
trarily small. This argument supports the choice of a
Maxwellian or near-Maxwellian distribution function for
these regions. Collisions, hence, could provide a plausi-
ble mechanism to populate or depopulate doubly-trapped
regions regions over long time scales. Another similar
mechanism could be enabled by plasma turbulence.
Secondly, during the transient set-up of the plasma
plume, the electric potential changes in time. The me-
chanical energy of an individual electron is not conserved,
and decreases a bit on each reection at the leading front
of the plume expansion. These two eects combined
may result in the trapping of electrons into the doubly-
trapped regions as they are being formed[45].
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A collisionless, paraxial kinetic plasma plume model
has been established to investigate the kinetic features
of the electron expansion. The model exploits the con-
servation of mechanical energy and angular momentum
about the plume axis, and the adiabaticity of the radial
action integral, to integrate the electron Vlasov's equa-
tion. Phase space is divided into regions of four dierent
types: free electrons, reected electrons, empty regions,
and doubly-trapped electrons.
The electric potential, the electron velocity distribu-
tion function, and its moments up to the heat uxes have
been analyzed after prescribing a parabolic shape for
the radial electric potential prole and an initially semi-
Maxwellian electron population upstream. The expan-
sion depends on three dimensionless parameters, which
describe the free ion/electron current, the ion-to-electron
mass ratio, and the distribution function in the doubly-
trapped regions.
The collisionless cooling of the dierent electron sub-
populations has been analyzed in detail. The local cool-
ing exponents have been computed, and an approxi-
mated, lumped polytropic model with exponent e that
results in the same total electric potential fall along the
plume as in the kinetic plume model has been proposed
that is easy to implement in existing uid and hybrid
simulation codes. More precise closure relations that ob-
serve the local cooling and the anisotropy of the kinetic
solution can be easily derived. Electron cooling is af-
fected by the emergence of empty regions in the electron
phase space, as dictated by the eective potential for the
electron axial motion, which adds the contributions of
the axial change of electric potential and the invariance
of the radial action integral. The potential fall j1j is
dictated solely by the free ion/electron current in the
parametric ranges under study, and hence j1j and e
can be known without solving the whole expansion.
Further investigation must shed light on the lling pro-
cess of the doubly-trapped regions of phase space. Like-
wise, other radial electric potential proles and initial
distribution functions than semi-Maxwellian populations
should be considered. The eect of background electrons
approaching from innity can be easily included in the
model, aecting the previously-empty regions and the
free electron regions, as these are both connected to the
downstream boundary condition. Finally, the range of
validity of the model should be investigated in more de-
tail. A comparison with full-PIC codes and experiments,
such as those of Ref. [18], will help clarify the range of
validity of the model.
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Appendix A: Computation of moments of the
electron distribution function
Following the enumeration of the electron subpopula-
tions given in Section II A, the ijk-th moment of electron
distribution function fe at a point (z; r) of the plume for
the l-th electron subpopulation is given by:
Mijk(l) (z; r) =
ZZZ
fe(l)v
i
zv
j
rv
k
dv; (A1)
where the integral extends to all phase space. The total
ijk-th moment for the full electron species is then
Mijk =Mijk(1) +Mijk(2) +Mijk(4): (A2)
Reected electrons (subpopulation 2) and doubly-
trapped electrons (4) do not contribute to odd moments
in vz, which depend only on the free electrons (1). Also
as fe is independent of r, it is symmetric in vr, and for
20
anon-rotatingplume,f¯eisalsosymmetricinvθ.Hence,theintegralvanishesforoddjork.
Severalderivedquantitiesarecommonlydeﬁnedfrom
thedistributionfunctionmomentsandareusedinthe
text. AsinEq.(A2),asubindexinparenthesis,if
present,denotesasingleelectronsubpopulation.Avari-
ablewithoutsuchsubindexreferstothefulelectron
species.Electrondensitiesare
ne(l)=M000(l). (A3)
Axialvelocitiesaredeﬁnedas:
uze(l)=M100(l)ne(l) , (A4)
withuze(2)=uze(4)=0. Notethatuze(1)=uzeasitisweightedwithadiﬀerentdensity. Thetemperature
tensorisdiagonal,with
Tze(l)=me M200(l)ne(l) −u
2ze(l) , (A5)
Tre(l)=meM020(l)ne(l) , (A6)
Tθe(l)=meM002(l)ne(l) , (A7)
TheaveragetemperatureisdeﬁnedasTe(l)=(Tze(l)+Tre(l)+Tθe(l))/3.ObservethatneTze= ne(l)Tze(l)due
totheu2zeterm.Finaly,theheatﬂuxesofaxial,radial,andazimuthalthermalenergyintheaxialdirectionare:
qzke(l)=me2 f¯e(l)(vz−uz)(vk−uk)
2dv (A8)
wherek=z,r,θ,i.e.:
qzze(l)=me2M300(l)−
3
2ne(l)uze(l)Tze(l)−
me
2ne(l)u
3ze(l),
qzre(l)=me2M120(l)−
3
2ne(l)uze(l)Tre(l),
qzθe(l)=me2M102(l)−
3
2ne(l)uze(l)Tθe(l),
andthetotalheatﬂuxintheaxialdirectionisqze=qzze+qzre+qzθe.Inthecaseofaradialy-parabolicelectricpotential
asinSectionIII,theevenmomentsofthedistribution
functioninvrandvθforthel-thelectronsubpopulationcanbecomputedasthefolowingtripleintegralinthe
E,p⊥,pθvariables,
Mijk(l)(h,r)= 1rk+1
2i+j+3T∗e
mi+j+2k+5e
h0
h2 dE dp⊥[E−Ueﬀ(h,p⊥)]
i 1
2 dpθ...
√2T∗eh
20
h2
p⊥
p∗−
T∗eh20
h4 r
2− p
2θ
2mer2
j 1
2
pkθ f¯+e(l)+(−1)i¯f−e(l) , (A9)
whichhasanavoidablesingularityattheplumeaxis,r=0.Inthisexpression,h=h(z);theintegralonpθrunsfrom
0tor[2√2p∗p⊥/h2−2(p∗)2r2/h4]1/2;theintegralonp⊥ from[(p∗/√2)r2/h2]top⊥M ofEq.(29);andtheintegralonEfrom[−eφz(h)+T∗eh20r2/h4(z)]to∞.Lastly,ifthedistributionfunctionattheupstreamboundaryconditionissemi-MaxwelianasinEq.(30),the
integralsimpliﬁesto:
Mijk(l)(h,r)=n+e0(0)
√2c∗ i+j+k Γ
1+j
2 Γ 1+k2
π3/2Γ 1+j+k2
exp eφz(h)T∗e −
h20
h4r
2 Gijk(l), (A10)
with:
Gijk(l)=
∞
0
exp(−p⊥)(p⊥)
j+k
2 dp⊥
∞
0
P(l)exp(−E)(E)
i 1
2 dE, (A11)
whereP(l)=P(l)(h,E,p⊥)isequalto1whenl=1 infreeelectronregions,1+(−1)iwhenl=2inre-
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ected electron regions, [1+( 1)i] when l = 4 in doubly
trapped regions, and 0 otherwise; and
E0 =
1
T e
[E + ez(h)] 
p
2
h20
h2
p?
p
; (A12)
p0? =
p
2
h20
h2
p?
p
  h
2
0
h4
r2: (A13)
The integral in E0 of Eq. (A11) can be reduced in each
region of phase space to incomplete gamma functions.
Observe that Eq. (A10) is symmetric in the indices j and
k, and therefore the moments in the semi-Maxwellian
case satisfy:
Mijk =Mikj : (A14)
